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INTRODUCTION 

In order to inspire students, see the added value of STEM subjects and careers, contributing 

the same way in tacking unfavourable perceptions and the overall lack of interest in Science, 

there is a need to reconsider the way STEM subjects are taught. For this purpose, there is a 

need for an integrated way of teaching. More specifically, there is a need to combine Science 

classes with other disciplines, ensuring that the integrated STE(A)M education will 

contextualize STEM teaching is such a way that it becomes more attractive for every student. 

Right now, there is no integrated STE(A)M education framework in Europe that will further 

enhance coherence in STEM education. It is essential to bring together partners from different 

countries, already working in STE(A)M education, policy, pedagogical innovation and 

professional development of teachers, educators and school leaders, and engage them in 

discussions, planning, implementing and the review of new practices. This will ensure that the 

topic is given new and more intense attention within each country. Therefore, the STE(A)M IT 

project will lead the way in the creation and testing of the 1st Integrated STE(A)M framework, 

aiming to strengthen the coherence in STEM education by defining collectively with MoEs and 

STEM teachers the integrated STE(A)M education framework. The focus group teachers that 

will create interdisciplinary and innovative teaching and learning scenarios, will be used to test 

the proposed framework of reference for integrated STE(A)M education. 

The creation and implementation of the aforementioned framework is particularly important 

for students who do not link STEM subjects and their use with their everyday life, but most 

importantly with their future career paths. The teaching of each STEM subject individually 

often prevents students from linking those subjects, consequently missing out on a cohesive 

educational opportunity that might largely affect their study path choice and eventually 

career. 

It is additionally important for teachers of Primary and Secondary schools to work together 

and fully exploit the benefits of the in-between them collaboration, while contributing to the 

creation of innovative and cross-disciplinary approaches to STE(A)M teaching in education, 

each adding their own insight, expertise and knowledge. This collaboration and continuous 

feedback aim to provide an opportunity for reflection and support a steady and much 

necessary change in formal education but also career consultancy. This way, schools will 

assume the additional role of mentorship supporting their students collectively. 

A STE(A)M IT Integrated lesson plan is a teacher's detailed description of the course of 

instruction or "learning trajectory" for a lesson, a guide and a document that will be 
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continuously improved and updated. Each lesson needs to combine three subjects, two of the 

subjects must be STEM and the third subject can be either STEM or non-STEM. is about 

designing educational activities that facilitate deep learning to enhance 21st century skills 

such as critical thinking, collaboration, communication and creativity and divergent thinking. 

Designing a path based on methodologies such as Problem, Project and Challenged Based 

learning allow to incorporate problem-solving, inquiry and design based learning into the 

teaching activity taking care of real challenges in an authentic context, that of our world. 

With this in mind, an integrated STEM approach will develop capable citizens who personally 

and professionally make informed decisions in their daily lives and have the power to follow 

STEM careers and guide innovation at any age. 

Title    

The Solar System and the Earth: Where could humans live instead of the planet 

Earth? 

Authors  
Zoe Kofina Michael 

Paraskevi Sophocleous 

Floria Valanidou 

Summary 

In the present lesson scenario (LS) students are involved in inquiry-based learning. They will 

be given the opportunity to analyze and evaluate scientific data, query-oriented evidence, 

infer and draw conclusions about the habitability of Earth in relation to the uninhabitability of 

other planets in the solar system. The topic chosen, is relevant to STE(A)M education since 

content, activities as well as pedagogical tools from Science, Math, Technology and Language 

Arts subjects are integrated in one unit to spark interest in finding solutions related to the 

real-life questions chosen for the present LS.  

In addition, the topic is considered very exciting for students aged 10-11 (or even for younger 

students), something that could possibly trigger their interest as well as their critical thinking 

and creativity skills even more. To this end, apart from the inquiry-based learning that serves 

as the main student-centered approach and/or framework, various brainstorming activities, 

problem-solving, web applications, modelling activities and cooperative learning will be used 

to further enrich and support the teaching process.  

Throughout the learning scenario and its activities, students are expected to question 

evidence regarding the planetary habitability, explain why Earth is considered habitable 

compared to other planets considering in particular the factor of gravity, argue on the 

habitability of other planets in relation to Earth by recognizing and comparing certain scientific 

evidence/information about them. Students are expected to construct a 3D model of the solar 

system and explain how it works, and argue on where humans could eventually live instead, 
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that is, in case living conditions on Earth become less friendly for humans, by writing a fact-

based article.  

Licenses 

Attribution CC BY. This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon your work, even 

commercially, if they credit you for the original creation. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered. Recommended 

for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials. 

Subject (s) 

STEM subject 1: Science  

STEM subject 2: Science and Technology  

STEM subject 3: Mathematics  

Non-STEM subject: Language Arts  

Real- life questions 

• Why is the Earth habitable compared to other planets of the solar system? 

• Where could humans live in case living conditions on Earth become less friendly for 

them?  

Aims of the lesson 
Expected Learning Results – Teaching Objectives 

Lesson 1 – Brainstorming session 

Students will be introduced to the purpose of this learning scenario, and by the end of the 

lesson will be able to: 

1) name other planets (and comets or meteorites) of the Solar system 

2) interpret gravity as a factor that makes Earth habitable 

3) argue on the factors that make Earth habitable compared to other planets  

4) argue on the habitability of other planets in relation to Earth 

 

Lesson 2 

Students by the end of the lesson will be able to: 

1) recognize and compare the planets and the other stars of the solar system based on 

scientific evidence and information 

2) construct a 3D model of the solar system and explain relevant mechanisms  

 

Lesson 3 

Students by the end of the lesson will be able to: 
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1) make conversions from Fahrenheit to Celsius by using a given equation 

(multiplication unit by fraction) 

2) make conversions by using proportion 

3) read and interpret data from tables and graphs 

4) form questions based on their knowledge 

 

Lesson 4 

Students by the end of the lesson will be able to: 

1) query (extra) evidence regarding the planetary habitability through a variety of 

articles  

2) draw conclusions regarding the textual and structural characteristics of an article – 

what makes a text an article  

Lesson 5 

Students by the end of the lesson will be able to: 

1) argue on where humans could live in case living conditions on Earth become less 

friendly for humans by writing an article 

2) reflect upon their article based on certain (con)textual and structural criteria  

Connection to STEM careers 

It’s expected that students will gain specific skills related to the most relevant in terms of 

demand careers of tomorrow in science, technology, engineering and maths, such as 

mathematician, environmental engineering technician engineer, research analyst, and/or 

statistician. Students will implement inquiry and mathematical skills throughout the learning 

scenario, they will practice critical-thinking and improve their creative writing skills by writing 

their own report or article based on scientific data. Lastly, they will construct a model based 

on their own perspective of the space and the solar system.  

Age of students 
11 years old (or younger students given that differentiation of content and tools will take 

place). 

Time 
Preparation time: 30 minutes (before each lesson) 

Teaching time: 

• STEM Subject 1 (Science) (lesson 1): 80 minutes 

• STEM Subject 2 (Science and Technology) (lesson 2): 80 minutes 

• STEM Subject 3 (Mathematics) (lesson 3): 40 minutes 

• non-STEM subject (Language Arts) (lesson 4 & 5): 2 x 80 minutes 
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Teaching resources (material & online tools) 

 Lesson 1  

Materials:  

▪ Unhealthy Earth pictures (https://bit.ly/3bEh8oB) (Figure 1, see Annex 2) 

▪ Worksheet for the investigation of the factor “gravity” (Figure 7, see Annex 2) 

▪ Information for Planets of the Solar System (Figure 8, see Annex 2) 

Online tools:   

▪ Go lab-hypothesis tool: https://bit.ly/2Y5vpGU (Figure 2, see Annex 2) 

▪ TESS Mission’s First Earth-size world in Star’s Habitable-zone: https://bit.ly/3bD6cYd 

(Figure 3, see Annex 2) 

▪ NASA discovers Earth-like planet in habitable zone: https://bit.ly/2VAzMbg (Figure 4, 

see Annex 2) 

▪ 6 Things That Make Life Easier on Earth: https://on.natgeo.com/2S7F6AR (Figure 5, 

see Annex 2) 

▪ Virtual lab – Gravity and Orbits: https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-

orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html (Figure 6, see annex 2) 

▪ Solar system: https://bit.ly/3cPR0rg (Figure 9, see Annex 2) 

 

 Lesson 2 

Materials:  

▪ Augmented reality solar system cards (Figure 11, see Annex 2) 

▪ Worksheet for the investigation of the Solar System (Figure 14, see Annex 2) 

▪ Worksheet for the construction of 3D model of Solar System (Figure 15, see Annex 2) 

Online tools:  

▪ Solar System Augmented Reality Apps: https://bit.ly/2yLn805 & 

https://bit.ly/2KAVmGl 

▪ (Figure 10, see Annex 2) 

▪ Mentimeter tool: https://www.mentimeter.com/ (Figure 12, see Annex 2) 

▪ Solar System Scope App: https://bit.ly/2S991bX (Figure 13, see Annex 2) 

 Lesson 3 

Materials: 

▪ Worksheet– Interpret Planets’ data given on tables (Figure 16, see Annex 2) 

▪ Worksheet– Interpret Planets’ data given on graphs (Figure 17, see Annex 2) 

Online tools:   

https://bit.ly/3bEh8oB
https://bit.ly/2Y5vpGU
https://bit.ly/3bD6cYd
https://bit.ly/2VAzMbg
https://on.natgeo.com/2S7F6AR
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html
https://bit.ly/3cPR0rg
https://bit.ly/2yLn805
https://bit.ly/2KAVmGl
https://www.mentimeter.com/
https://bit.ly/2S991bX
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▪ Kahoot tool: https://kahoot.it/ or https://kahoot.com/ (Figure 18, see Annex 2) 

 Lesson 4  

Materials:  

▪ Set of four articles regarding planetary habitability (Figure 19, see Annex 2) 

▪ Pieces of Paper or Notebook 

▪ Report-Handout (Figure 20, see Annex 2) 

 Lesson 5 

Materials:  

▪ Rubric for Self-Assessment Purposes concerning students’ final learning outcome, 

that is, the fact-based article (Figure 21, see Annex 2) 

Online tools:   

▪ Online questionnaire for students’ feedback: https://bit.ly/357x8xa (Figure 22, see 

Annex 2) 

 

21st century skills 

The present LS will enhance the following skills, defined as 21st century skills: 

▪ Collaboration and social skills: Students are asked to work in groups in order to 

analyse, compare and evaluate data on different media format (photos, video, articles, 

table of arithmetical data, graphs, augmented reality images), making hypotheses, 

doing virtual experiments or investigations, discussing findings and drawing 

conclusions. To this end, the present learning scenario aims to enhance students’ 

communication skills (e.g. expressing and conveying meaningful ideas and emotions 

clearly while combining verbal and non-verbal communication), but also establish trust 

skills (e.g. willingly sharing ideas, information, emotions, means and resources with 

others, supporting others in participating, accepting suggestions) as well as conflict-

resolutions skills (e.g. summarizing points of agreement and disagreement, empathy, 

reconsidering initial positions) that come along with the collaboration skills. 

▪ Critical-thinking and Problem-solving skills: Students are asked to analyse, interpret, 

compare and evaluate different data given on different forms (photos, video, articles, 

table of arithmetical data, graphs, augmented reality images, experiments), make and 

examine hypotheses, seek and validate evidence, infer, draw conclusions and explain 

their point of view concerning the real-life questions involved in this learning scenario. 

https://kahoot.it/
https://kahoot.com/
https://bit.ly/357x8xa
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▪ Creative-thinking skills: Students are asked to use new knowledge derived from their 

analysis, comparison and evaluation of different data to create a model of the solar 

system and to write a scientific article to argue on where humans could eventually live 

instead, that is, in case living conditions on Earth become less friendly for humans.  

▪ Information, Communication & Technology (ICT)-Literacy Skills: Students are asked 

to access a variety of information by using technological tools (videos, augmented 

reality app, apps on tablet), investigate by using a virtual lab (phet.colorato), infer and 

make hypotheses by using an online hypothesis tool (go lab tool), present their ideas 

by using Mentimeter tool and form questions by using Kahoot. 

Lesson Plan  
 

Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

  1st Lesson   

Brainstorming 

and discussion 

STEM Subject 1 

(Science) 

Brainstorming (15 minutes) 

A part of the lesson’s title (the Solar System) is written on the 

white board and students are asked to make a mind map 

through brainstorming. At first, students work on their own 

and then in pairs so as to complete the mind map in their 

textbooks. The teacher listens to students’ ideas and 

completes the mind map on the whiteboard using markers of 

different colors. 

 

Activity 1 (7 minutes in total) 

The teacher presents pictures of the unhealthy earth (Figure 

1, see Annex 2). Some questions that could trigger discussion 

are: 

▪ What do you see exactly in the pictures? 

▪ Why do you think we have to cope with such a 

situation? 

▪ Can we stop it? How? 

▪ Consider that you couldn’t stop this situation and 

living conditions on Earth become less friendly for 

human life, where would you choose to live? Why? 

 

Students are asked to analyze data from pictures and 

compare them with their prior knowledge to make some 

 

 

15‘ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4‘ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3‘ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

hypotheses. In addition, they evaluate data from the pictures 

to define the problem. Then the Go-lab could be used as a 

tool where they could make hypothesis on their 

tablets/laptops using the type: ‘if … then …’ (Figure 2, see 

Annex 2). 

 

 

 

Activity 2 (18 minutes) 

Students watch a brief video where the discovery of a new 

planet T01 700d is announced. (Figure 3, see Annex 2). They 

are asked to express what they notice or what impressed 

them in the video. Some questions that could trigger 

discussion are: 

▪ This new planet seems very similar to Earth. What 

could this discovery mean for us?  

▪ Have you ever considered why do we live on Earth and 

not on any other planet of the solar system?  

Possible answers include:  

o There is water - humans can drink it and it is 

essential for our life 

o it is possible to grow plants and feed farm 

animals (chicken, cows) 

o There is oxygen, we cannot live without 

oxygen.  

o There is a logical temperature in our living 

environment. There is gravity meaning that we 

can keep our feet on the ground).  

 

Students analyze the new data presented and evaluate the 

ideas that emerge. Following, they are asked to complete 

their mind map and change or complete their hypotheses. 

Based on what preceded, the teacher presents the following 

learning scenario:  

 

“Considering that a number of researchers, such as 

NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) 

 

 

5‘ 

 

 

 

 

5‘ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8‘ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

group, discover many things about the solar system, 

and at the same time the living conditions on Earth 

become unfriendly for human life, where do you think 

could humans live?”  

 

The teacher adds that during the following lessons students 

are going to become researchers and find out many things 

about the solar system while at the end they will become 

reporters in order to write a fact-based article to argue on 

where humans could live. 

 

 

Activity 3 (5 minutes) 

Students watch the film “NASA discovers Earth-like planet in 

habitable zone” ( Figure 4, see Annex 2) and read information 

from National Geographic (Figure 5, see Annex 2) in which 

they are asked to find more data concerning the habitability 

of other planets. Students work individually at first and then 

in their groups.  

 

Activity 4 (20 minutes) 

Students are asked to work in groups and use a virtual lab to 

investigate the factor “gravity” (Figure 6, see Annex 2). Gravity 

is a necessary condition because earth is spherical. Basically, 

the teacher is trying to help/guide the students to find 

evidence that could support or not their previous answers 

and suggestions. Students are given a worksheet to complete 

while they work with the virtual lab (Figure 7, see Annex 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

5‘ 

 

 

 

 

 

20’ 

Discussion and 

preparation for 

the next lesson 

Discussion: Based on their investigation, students are asked 

to explain the factor “gravity” 

Preparation for the next lesson: Teacher forms the following 

questions to further spark students’ interest:  

 Do you think that other planets of the solar system may 

have gravity or other characteristics of Earth? 

 

 

 

 

 

10’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

 Which other planets/stars do you know from the solar 

system?  

Students mention what they know. They work in pairs to 

analyze the data about Planets given on a Table (Figure 8, see 

Annex 2) and compare the orbit of the planets around the Sun 

given on a video (Refer to Figure 9, see Annex 2). The teacher 

announces to the students that they are going to investigate 

more about planets and the solar system during the next 

lessons. 

 

Recap: Strategy 3-2-1. Students are asked to write 3 things or 

factors that are necessary for a planet to belong in a 

“habitable zone”, 2 things that impressed them from the 

lesson and 1 information concerning the new planet 

mentioned and has similar living conditions as Earth.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5’ 

Learning 

products 

• Students’ mind map 

• Hypothesis (from Go lab) 

• Worksheets  

• Responses sheet (collect all the answers given)  

• Students’ strategy 3-2-1 sheets 

 

 2nd Lesson  

STEM Subject 2 Science and Technology  

Warm-up and 

main activities 

Teaching Process 

Warming Up (2 minutes) 

The teacher starts the lesson by reminding the learning 

scenario. A student can do it instead as well. 

 

“Considering that a number of researchers, such as 

NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) 

group, discover many things about the solar system, 

and at the same time the living conditions on Earth 

 

 

 

 

2’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

become unfriendly for human life, where do you think 

could humans live?”  

 

Students are asked to mention what they have learnt so far 

that could help them answer the scenario and the teacher 

adds that in this lesson they will learn more things about the 

solar system.  

  

Activity 1 (18 minutes) 

Students are asked to recognize the 8 planets of the solar 

system by using the solar system augmented reality apps: app 

1 & app 2 (Figure 10, see Annex 2). Three or four students can 

collaborate to find the planets. The cards do not show in 

letters the planet that represent (Figure 11, see Annex 2).  

 

Each group of students is asked to analyse, compare and write 

down in a post-it the characteristics that appear in the 

augmented reality image (colour, length, position in solar 

system). During this investigation, the teacher provides 

feedback in every group and try to introduce the terms: 

terrestrial planets and giant planets.  

 

After this investigation, the teacher asks the students to 

discuss their findings. The teacher can also show each 

augmented reality image via a projector on whiteboard (by 

using Miracast or Google Chromecast on the screen of a 

tablet) and call students to name the planet and provide some 

information. Following, students are asked to write, as a 

brainstorm activity, what they know about the sun, the Earth, 

terrestrial planets and giant planets (record of prior 

knowledge/ ideas) using the Mentimeter tool (work in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

groups) (Figure 12, see Annex 2). These questions are open-

ended. 

 

Activity 2 (20 minutes) 

Students are asked to use the “solar system scope” app on 

tablets (Figure 13, see Annex 2) and study the information 

that is given for the solar system so they can complete a 

worksheet that will ‘guide” their research (Figure 14, see 

Annex 2).  

Activity 3 (40 minutes) 

Students are working in groups of three or four. They are 

asked to construct a 3D model of the solar system using the 

materials and instructions provided in the boxes given to 

them (Figure 15, see Annex 2). Students evaluate their 

construction based on a given rubric (Figure 15, see Annex 2). 

In order to make the 3D model of the solar system, students 

are asked to use their knowledge about planets from previous 

activities and try to fit them in a 3D model. At the end, each 

group presents the construction by explaining its parts. 

 

 

 

40’ 

Learning 

products 

3D model of the solar system  

  3rd Lesson  

STEM Subject 3 Mathematics  

Warm-up and 

main activities 

Teaching Process 

Warm Up (2 minutes) 

A student is asked to remind other students the problematic 

of the learning scenario: 

 

“Considering that a number of researchers, such as 

NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) 

group, discover many things about the solar system, 

and at the same time the living conditions on Earth 

 

 

 

 

 

2’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

become unfriendly for human life, where do you think 

could humans live?”  

 

Students are asked to mention what they have learnt so far 

that could help them answer the scenario and the teacher 

adds that in this lesson they will learn more things about the 

solar system in a more mathematical perspective.  

 

Activity 1 (18 minutes) 

Students are provided with a table containing data about 

every planet of the solar system, as well as the moon and its 

temperature in Fahrenheit. They are asked to read the table 

and explain if they can decide if temperature in Venus is 

suitable for humans such as in Earth.  

It is expected that the students will explain that the table 

gives information for every planet concerning its temperature 

in Fahrenheit, but this unit of measurement is not the ones 

they know. So, they are asked to make conversions, that is, oF 

to oC by using a given equation (included multiplication unit 

by fraction). Afterwards, they are asked to decide in which 

planet or planets the human body could live based on the 

planets’ temperature and give suitable explanation. Students 

are encouraged to communicate their ideas within their 

groups. Then, students are given a table with data about the 

length of a day in hours for all planets and are asked to find 

how many earth days corresponds to the length of a day in 

other planets. In other words, students are asked to make 

conversions by using proportions (1 earth day is 24 hours, 

2802 hours in Venus is X earth days). Following, they are 

asked to decide in which planet or planets a human can live 

based on its length of day and explain. They are encouraged 

again to communicate their ideas within their groups. All 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

18’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

these questions are given in a Worksheet that students are 

asked to complete (Figure 16, see Annex 2).  

 

Activity 2 (5 minutes) 

The teacher provides students with graphs showing the 

planets’ data and students are asked to compare them with 

their prior knowledge so as to draw conclusions. Specifically, 

a worksheet (Figure 17, see Annex 2) is used presenting two 

tasks. The first task presents two graphs showing percent 

volume of gas for two planets’ atmosphere and students are 

asked to compare those graphs and decide which graph 

shows Earth’s data and explain why. The second graph shows 

the weight of a child that weights 26kg in different planets, 

and students are asked to compare the value of weight in 

different planets and find which is the connection with a 

scientific term used at the first lesson (gravity).  

  

Activity 3 - Closing activity (15 minutes) 

In groups, students answer questions (given in kahoot) 

(Figure 18, see Annex 2) and form questions for other 

students based on the new knowledge gained so far (from the 

three lessons). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15’ 

 

Learning 

products 

  

  4th Lesson 

non-STEM 

subject 

Language and Arts  

Warm-up and 

main activities 

Teaching Process 

Warm Up (10 minutes) 

The teacher reminds students of the learning scenario they 

are dealing with during the last few days:  
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

 

“Considering that a number of researchers, such as 

NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) 

group, discover many things about the solar system, 

and at the same time the living conditions on Earth 

become unfriendly for human life, where do you think 

could humans live? Imagine that you are a reporter 

and you are asked to write a fact-based article to 

argue on that.” 

 

Some questions that could trigger a short discussion are: 

▪ What kind of scientific information that you have 

already gathered would you need for your article?  

▪ What kind of extra information do you think that you 

need to write your article?  

▪ What do you have to consider so that you can write a 

fact-based article? 

 

Activity 1 (40 minutes) 

Students are given a set of articles (Figure 19, see Annex 3) 

and are requested to guess their content based on their titles 

and the pictures. After a short discussion, students in groups 

of 4 are requested to read the articles using the jigsaw 

method according to which each group member is assigned 

to read an article and become experts by identifying key-

words and information in that article. Eventually, after 

completing his/her task in the expert group, each student will 

come back to her/his jigsaw group and will try to present a 

well-organized report to the group by competing a handout 

(Figure 20, see Annex 4). The grouping situation is specifically 

structured so that the only access any member has to the 

other assignments is by listening closely to the report of the 

person reciting. All members complete handouts (Figure 20, 

see Annex 2) with scientific key-words, data and information 

that could be included in their article.  

 

Activity 2 (10 minutes)  

 

10’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

The teacher asks the students what they need to consider 

before producing an article based on the set of articles, they 

have in front of them. Initial ideas are heard so that the 

teacher and the students can inductively reach to some 

conclusions with regard to an article’s structure and 

discourse: Introductory paragraph, 3-4 main paragraphs 

elaborating on the three main points/arguments of the article 

and concluding paragraph, argumentative discourse by 

quoting scientific evidence, no personal opinion, objectivity, 

finding a challenging headline. 

Activity 3 - Closing Activity (20 minutes) 

Students are asked to structure and organize their essay or 

article in a handout or textbook based on which they will 

write their article in the final lesson of the LS. 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20’ 

  5th Lesson 

non-STEM 

subject 

Language and Arts  

Warm-up and 

main activities 

Teaching Process 

Warm Up (10 minutes) 

The teacher reminds students of the main problematic of the 

learning scenario they have been working in the class during 

the last few days:  

“Considering that a number of researchers, such as 

NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) 

group, discover many things about the solar system, 

and at the same time the living conditions on Earth 

become unfriendly for human life, where do you think 

could humans live? Imagine that you are a reporter 

and you are asked to write a fact-based article to 

argue on that.” 

 

Students are called to share their ideas or notes they took 

during the previous lesson (i.e. what main points and/or 

arguments they could include) in class – short discussion, 

which the teacher facilitates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

60’ 
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Name of 

activity 

Procedure Time 

Activity 1 (60 minutes) 

Students are requested to write their fact-based article 

concerning where humans could live in case that living 

conditions on Earth become less friendly for human life, 

individually. 

 

Activity 2 - Closing Activity (10 minutes) 

Students are requested to make a self-assessment based on 

certain (con)textual and structural criteria, which they could 

have been decided in the previous lesson. To this end, 

students are provided with a rubric (Refer to Figure 21, see 

Annex 5) to facilitate their self-assessment. 

 

 

10’ 

Learning 

products 

  

 

Assessment 
 

Initial assessment  

Lesson 1: Students knowledge will be assessed during the brainstorming session and the 

quality of information the teacher will be able to elicit. 

Formative evaluation  

Formative evaluation takes place throughout the learning scenario with several tools. 

Lesson 1: Students’ mind map, short discussion, worksheet-outcomes of the investigation of 

gravity (Figure 7, see Annex 2)  

Lesson 2: Short discussion, answers to questions via Mentimeter tool (Figure 12, see Annex 

2), Worksheet-outcomes on the investigation of the solar system (Figure 14, see Annex 2) 

Lesson 3: Worksheet-outcomes for interpreting planets’ data given on tables and graphs 

(Figure 16 & 17, see Annex 2), short discussion, Kahoot questions-outcomes (Figure 18, see 

Annex 2) 

Lesson 4: Worksheet-outcome of the jigsaw puzzle method (Refer to Figure 20, see Annex 2), 

short discussion 

Final assessment  

Lesson 1: Strategy 3-2-1 

Lesson 2: The model of solar system using the rubric at the end of the worksheet for self-

assessment (Figure 15, see Annex 2) 
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Lesson 3: The questions formed by students about Solar System via Kahoot tool (Figure 18, 

see Annex 2) 

Lesson 5: Students’ article, the rubric used for self-assessment (Figure 21, see Annex 2) 

Student feedback 

Students can complete an online questionnaire designed on Google Forms (Refer to Figure 22, 

see Annex 2) 

Teacher feedback 

The teachers are expected to provide feedback on how the lessons were received and 

implemented in various ways, and if any changes had to implemented in the initial learning 

scenario. Our first post-implementation step was to understand whether the whole project 

idea and learning scenario per se was effectively designed by checking if the students retained 

the information, they have been taught through their learning outcomes. Our students’ 

performance and overall input, ideas and contribution in their worksheets, responses sheets, 

Go-lab materials used or produced, the construction of the 3D model of the solar system, and 

their fact-based article confirmed that. Secondly, after the end of each lesson, we revised their 

lesson’s enactment by keeping a reflective diary where they could take notes regarding their 

students’ participation and the pros and cons of each lesson. In addition, after the end of each 

lesson teachers of the same group discussed how the lesson was enacted in each class by using 

professional learning community practices (i.e. the lesson’s study approach) examining, in 

particular, the effects of the LS on their own planning and teaching skills. The feedback 

provided by students can be used as a means for teacher feedback as well, since student 

responses in the quiz can indicate students’ level of satisfaction especially since the 

implementation took place under unusual circumstances. We are very pleased to have 

implemented this learning scenario in three different schools, gathering data and involving as 

many students in the process as possible. 

The implementation of our Learning Scenario was an excellent experience. We enjoyed it a lot 

but most importantly the students seem to enjoy it! It took place in our classroom only, with 

students seated in their seats because due to COVID-19 measures because we cannot move 

to a lab or other classroom or work in teams or just in pairs. Therefore, we had to modify the 

group activities and implement pair work instead. All three of us were positively disposed 

towards STEAM education since we knew that this project would be a great opportunity for 

professional development. Summarizing, the whole process affected our teaching skills in a 

positive way. Unfortunately, because of this situation, parents or guardians weren’t involved 

since only students and teachers can enter the school. The first lesson was the proper start 
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for our Learning Scenario to attract the interest of the students. They were amazed by the fact 

that scientists are discovering new planets in our solar system nowadays! So, they showed 

that they wanted to learn more about habitability of the planets that we already know. So as 

researchers they found out many things about the solar system in order to become reporters 

at the end and write a fact-based article to argue on where humans could live. The Learning 

Scenario was based on an inquiry-based learning approach. The Scenario was given to the 

students during the first lesson, very smoothly, and it was repeated in every lesson to be 

reminded. The line of the lessons was kept as we write them, but there was a choice of 

activities in almost every lesson for different reasons. The first lesson was almost on time, so 

one activity was given to the students for homework (the 3-2-1 activity). For the second lesson 

the students should use tablets, but the school’s Wi-Fi internet had connection problems. So, 

we use the computer of the classroom and my mobile phone (4G) to watch the apps and the 

videos that this lesson needed. For the next two lessons there was a choice of activities 

because of time management and for the last lesson we decided to write a short and 

interesting article to trigger the interest of the readers and not to be bored. 
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Annexes 
A thorough and complete list of all the materials used will be asked from all teachers. Those materials 

will be cited as Annexes and they can be further cited in the learning scenario. 

 

Annex 1 
PEDAGOGICAL TRENDS IN EDUCATION 

Disclaimer: Information presented in this document has been previously 

partially published in the Scientix Newsletter “Pedagogical trends in 

education”, May 2019: 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/scx3/newsletter/Scientix-Newsletter-May-

19.pdf 

Inquiry-based science education 

IBSE adopts John Dewey’s principle that education begins with curiosity (Savery, 2006), and 

makes students go through all the steps of scientific research: ask a question, develop a 

hypothesis, plan how to test this hypothesis, collect data, analyse the results and share it with 

peers (Pedaste et al. 2015). IBSE is ideal for science education, because it makes teaching more 

hands-on, and is perfect to learn how scientific research works. Students learn how to 

formulate questions answerable through experimentation. The teacher has both a facilitator 

role and an instructor role, making it an in-between method compared to full facilitation in 

problem-based, and instruction in project-based learning. However, the approach can be 

gradually made student-directed; students can start an IBSE project with a question provided 

by the teacher, and then can come up with their own questions to transfer what they learned 

for deeper learning. 

IBSE does not only tap into creativity, problem-solving, and critical and analytical thinking. It 

also sets the stage for learning about how to collect and interpret data (become science and 

data-literate), and how to do this ethically and reliably. All these are skills of the 21st century, 

where data is abundantly available in every part of life.  

As mentioned in the recent European Schoolnet publication, while inquiry-based science 

education (IBSE) has been already around in STEM education for decades, there is still much 

room for improvement in teachers’ development and continued dissemination of innovative 

pedagogical approaches. To highlight the impact of IBSE, its challenges, and the initiatives 

http://files.eun.org/scientix/scx3/newsletter/Scientix-Newsletter-May-19.pdf
http://files.eun.org/scientix/scx3/newsletter/Scientix-Newsletter-May-19.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u84ZsS6niPc
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addressing these, we published the “Teacher Training and IBSE Practice in Europe, A European 

Schoolnet overview”.  

Research shows that IBSE results in greater interest in Science, and motivation for STEM 

careers. Another important observation from the publication is that the benefits of IBSE are 

long-term and maintained, in contrast to the short-term acquisitions of traditional pedagogies 

that also come with less inclusion of both genders, and less interest in STEM. 

One challenge is teacher support: teachers report that they receive little support in 

implementing IBSE in their classroom. Another challenge to IBSE is standard assessment: PISA 

tests, as well as end-of-secondary-education exams, are still more focused on recall and 

repeated-drill exercises, deterring the use of more diverse pedagogies. In order to better 

integrate inquiry-based methods in school curricula, standardized tests also need to evolve 

along with traditional pedagogies. 

 

Problem, project and challenge-based learning 

Problem-based learning (PBL) is a student-centred multi-disciplinary method that was initially 

adopted in medical education as a means to put multiple topics in context (Newman, 2003) 

PBL aims to make students good problem-solvers in the real world: for instance, to put 

knowledge from multiple disciplines into use, and be able to work with others productively. 

After all, real-world problems are hardly ever solvable by one single discipline and one single 

person.  

A PBL activity consists of working on an open-ended, even ill-defined question, with no 

solution provided by the teacher. Students need to work collaboratively and devise a solution 

to the problem by themselves. The key component is that it is student-centred; students are 

more motivated when they are responsible for the solution to the problem, and when the 

whole process rests with them (Savery, 2006). Decades of research has established that 

although students who went through PBL do not necessarily score better on standardized 

exams, they are definitely better problem-solvers (Strobel & van Barneveld, 2009).  

Project-based learning also involves collaborative learning and finding a solution to a 

problem. However, the process and the end product are more specified from the beginning. 

Students work on a project for an extended period of time, a project that will produce a 

solution to a complex question or solve a complicated problem. The role of the teacher is more 

active here because multiple obstacles are typically encountered in the production of 

something like a rocket, or a space habitat, and these obstacles mark the moments for the 

teacher to instruct specific topics.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EuzgJlqzjFw
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Finally, with challenge-based learning (CBL) (Johnson et al. 2009), students are again asked to 

develop a solution to a problem. However, they are only provided with a “big idea”, a societal 

problem that they need to address with a challenge of their choosing (e.g. disinterest in 

mathematics, low upturn in elections). While the use of technology can be considered optional 

in other trends, technology needs to be incorporated in every step in CBL. Similar to project-

based learning, there is an end product, although this product is determined in the process, 

not at the beginning. The focus is on the use of ICT in the collection of data and sharing the 

results.  

 

Design thinking 

If IBSE recreates scientific methodology in the classroom, design thinking (DT) does the same 

for design and prototype production. DT helps students develop the skill to identify problems 

and needs in the society, and entrepreneurship. DT can be implemented within problem or 

project-based learning; the difference is that the problem is identified by students, and the 

end product is a prototype to solve the problem. The product is tested and refined in multiple 

iterations. Students go through a cycle of steps: (1) empathize; (2) define; (3) ideate; (4) 

prototype; (5) test.  

Blended-learning and the flipped classroom 

In a classroom where all students are facing the instructor, each moment there will be 

students drifting from the topic, even if for thinking deeper about a specific point in the 

lecture. It is challenging to have the undivided attention of the whole classroom because each 

student has a different way of learning and a different pace. With online content, students 

can learn the material at home at their own pace. In turn, the teacher can use the classroom 

to engage students in debates, projects and group assignments. Blended-learning and flipped 

classroom are instructional strategies that help students learn in their own pace, and deepen 

their learning with making the most of classroom hours. Although these concepts are used 

interchangeably, they are slightly different: while blended learning complements online 

learning with class instruction and support, the flipped classroom requires students to learn 

the material before coming to class and do assignments and projects during class hours.  

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) 

Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) is a well-positioned pedagogical approach 

that emphasises on the integration of foreign language and thematic content within the 

context of all school subjects. CLIL is a pedagogical approach that allows to teachers and 

students use a foreign language as the medium of instruction in non-linguistic subjects, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-YU0Ea9JKg
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allowing this way the practice and improvement of both the second language and the 

immersion to subjects that may vary from science subjects to humanities. According to Cenoz 

et al. (2013) "the European Commission and the Council of Europe have funded many initiatives 

in support of CLIL because it responded to a need in Europe for enhancing second-language 

(L2) education and bilingualism that was well-received" and research further supports that 

CLIL is applied successfully in task-based pedagogies. In addition, when it comes specifically to 

the application of CLIL in the science classroom there are specific advantages including 

enabling learners to learn a school subject that exists in their curriculum using the respective 

second language they are learning, provide authentic learning settings while using the 

resources available at their school and support learners’ cognitive skills by equally supporting 

language practice and the teaching of science context. 
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Figure 1: Unhealthy Earth Pictures, https://bit.ly/3bEh8oB (Knowledge is Power, 2018)1 

 

 

Figure 2: Hypothesis Tool 2 

 

Figure 3: TESS Mission’s First Earth-size world in Star’s Habitable-zone3 

 

 
1 Knowledge is Power. (2018). Unhealthy Earth Pictures. Retrieved from https://bit.ly/3bEh8oB 

 
2 Retrieved from: https://www.golabz.eu/app/hypothesis-scratchpad (Go-Lab) 
3 Retrieved from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QU0qsIGS6MQ (NASA Goddard, 2020) 

https://bit.ly/3bEh8oB
https://bit.ly/3bEh8oB
https://www.golabz.eu/app/hypothesis-scratchpad
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QU0qsIGS6MQ
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Figure 4: NASA discovers Earth-like planet in habitable zone4  

 

Figure 5: 6 things that make life on earth possible5,  

 
4 NASA discovers Earth-like planet in habitable zone. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hkr7mAOjrc4 

(CNN 2015) 

 
5 Canales, M., Chwastyk, M. W., & Conant, E. (2018). 6 things that make life on earth possible. National Geographic, 3. Retrieved from 

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/03/one-strange-rock-interactive-earth-solar-system-milky-way-galaxy/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hkr7mAOjrc4
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/03/one-strange-rock-interactive-earth-solar-system-milky-way-galaxy/
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Figure 6: Virtual lab for the investigation of the factor“gravity”6 

  

 
6 Retrieved from: https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html
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Worksheet: Gravity and Orbits 

• Click on the next link : 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-

orbits_el.html 

 

 

 

 

• This is a Virtual Lab. What can you see? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

• What do you think that you can do in this Lab and for what purpose? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

• As you can see, in the left side, there are three combinations of stars (sun, earth moon) 

and one of the earth and a satellite. You can test them with and without gravity and write 

what you see and explain. 

1.…….………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

4.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

• Imagine that you wake up one day and there is no gravity on Earth! What might have 

happened? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Conclusion 

Gravity is important/non important because ………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………....…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

Figure 7: Worksheet for the investigation of the factor “gravity” 

https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/gravity-and-orbits/latest/gravity-and-orbits_el.html
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Planets of the Solar System 

 

Source: Υπουργείο Παιδείας και Πολιτισμού, Αθλητισμού και Νεολαίας, Κύπρου (2019, ). Φυσικές 

Επιστήμες και Τεχνολογία (Γ΄Δημοτικού). Λευκωσία: Arrow Buildings Ltd. (για παιδιά 8-9 ετών) 

Cyprus Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport and Youth. (2019). Science and Technology book (Grade 

C). Nicosia: Arrow Buildings Ltd. (for 8-9 years old children) 

Planet Earth is located 

between Venus and Mars. It is 

the unique planet which has 

oceans.  

 

 

 

 

The Sun is the unique star and 

the biggest heavenly body in 

the solar system. It is located in 

the centre and all the planets 

orbit it.  

Mercury is the closest planet 

to the Sun and also the 

smallest planet of the solar 

system.  

Uranus is the second last 

planet in the solar system and 

it is the third biggest planet in 

size. 

 

 

 

 
 

Jupiter is the biggest planet in 

the solar system .It is also the 

fifth planet in the solar system. 

 

Neptune is the farthest planet 

from the sun .It is bigger than 

the planet Earth but it is 

smaller than Uranus.  

Mars is bigger than Mercury 

and it is located right behind 

the Earth.  

 

 

 

 

Saturn is located behind 

Jupiter. It is the second biggest 

planet in the solar system but 

it is also the only planet to have 

a ring around it.  

Venus is located after mercury 

and is a little smaller than the 

Earth.  

Figure 8: Information for Planet of the solar system 
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Figure 9: Solar system7 

 

App1 

 

Onepixelsoft,8 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details? 

id=com.onepixelsoft.solarsystemar&hl=en_US  

App2 

 

Arthur Arzumanyan, 

9https://play.google.com/store/apps/ 

details?id=com.ar.solar&hl=en_US 

Figure 10: Solar System Augmented Reality Apps 

 

 

 

App1 

 

App2 

 

 
7 Retrieved from: National Geographic. (2017). Solar system. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=libKVRa01L8  

8 Onepixelsoft. (2017). Solar System AR. Retrieved from 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onepixelsoft.solarsystemar&hl=en_US  

9 Arzumanyan, A. (2020). AR Solar System. Retrieved from https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ar.solar&hl=en_US  

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onepixelsoft.solarsystemar&hl=en_US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onepixelsoft.solarsystemar&hl=en_US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ar.solar&hl=en_US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ar.solar&hl=en_US
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=libKVRa01L8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.onepixelsoft.solarsystemar&hl=en_US
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ar.solar&hl=en_US
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Figure 11: Solar System Augmented Reality Cards 

 

 

Code: 528193 

 

Code: 528193 

 

Code: 288312 

 

Code: 288312 

Figure 12: Questions via Mentimeter tool 

 

 

Figure 13: Solar System Scope App10  

 
10 Inove. (2020). Solar System Scope. Retrieved from https://www.solarsystemscope.com/  

https://www.solarsystemscope.com/
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The Solar System 

Using the Solar System Scope Αpp, answer the following questions. 

1. Complete the Table. 

 Color Diameter Mass Mean Distance 
from Sun 

Number of 
Moons 

Can human 
live? 

Sun       

Mercury       

Venus       

Earth       

Mars       

Jupiter       

Saturn       

Uranus       

Neptune       
 

▪ Put the planets in a sequence based on their diameter, starting from the smaller. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

▪ Write your observations based on the data of the Table. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Complete the table. 

Dwarf Planets Color Diameter Mass Mean Distance from Sun 

     

     

     

     

     

▪ Put the Dwarf planets in a sequence based on their distance from the Sun, starting from 

the nearest to the Sun. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 

Figure 14: Worksheet for investigation of the Solar System 

3D Model of Solar System 

You are given a box. You can find a base (rectangular or circular shape), 14 spheres in different 

dimensions, wooden sticks, plasticine, color paints, scissors. 

1. Take the sphere with diameter 12cm. What element of the solar system could represent? Paint it. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Take four spheres which represent Terrestrial Planets. Do they have the same diameter?  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paint them and put them on the correct distance from the Sun by using wooden sticks.  

 

3. Take four spheres which represent Giant Planets Do they have the same diameter? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paint them and put them on the correct distance from the Sun by using wooden sticks.  

 

4. Which planets have moons and rings? Put them on the correct planet by using plasticine. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Take five spheres which represent Dwarf Planets. Do they have the same diameter? 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Paint them and put them on the correct distance from the Sun by using wooden sticks.  

 

Using the following rubric, evaluate your 3D model of the Solar System. 

 Yes No 

We made the 8 planets and the 

Sun using the right color 

  

We put the planets on the correct 

distance from the Sun 

  

We put the moons on the planets 

(if they have) 

  

We made the 5 Dwarf Planets 

using the right color 

  

We added asteroids & comets to 

complete the Solar System 

  

 

Figure 15: Worksheet for the construction of 3D model of Solar System 
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Planets’ data 

1. (a) Study the temperature of the table. Can you decide if the temperature in Venus is suitable for 

humans such as in Earth? YES or NO 

(b) Do the following conversions, if you know that 

Temperature (oC)= (Temperature (oF) – 32) x 
𝟓

𝟗
 

 Temperature 

Mercury 333oF= ____oC 

Venus 867oF= ____oC 

Earth -59oF= ____oC 

Moon -4oF= ____oC 

Mars -85oF= ____oC 

Jupiter -166oF= ____oC 

Saturn -220oF= ____oC 

Uranus -320oF= ____oC 

Neptune -330oF= ____oC 

 

2. NASA explains that a human body can live between 4oC – 35o C. Can you decide in which planet(s) 

a human body can live? Explain why. 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. The following table gives data about the length of a day in hours in every planet of the solar 

system. Can you find how many earth days is one day in other planets?  

 Length of day (in hours) Length of day (in earth day) 

Mercury 4222.6  

Venus 2802  

Earth 24  

Moon 708.7  

Mars 24.7  

Jupiter 9.9  

Saturn 10.7  

Uranus 17.2  

Neptune 16.1  
 

4. In which planet(s) can a human being live based on their length of day? Explain why. 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Figure 16: Worksheet – Interpret Planets’ data given on tables11 

Graphs showing Planets’ Data 

1. Read the following graphs. What graph do you think is showing percent volume of gas in the Earth 

atmosphere? Explain why.12 

(A)  (B) 

  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. The graph shows the weigh of a 26kg child in diffent planets.  

 

(a) Which scientific concepts you have learnt in the 1st lesson 1 are used in this graph?13 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

(b) What conclusions can we draw?  

________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
11 Data received from https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/index.html 
12 Data received from https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/index.html 
13 Retrieved data from StoneOak Media. (2020). Solar System Expenditions. https://stoneoakmedia.com/home/products-

2/solar-system-expedition/ 
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________________________________________________________________________________  

Figure 17: Worksheet – Interpret Planets’ data given on graphs 

Environment of Kahoot tool 

 

Questions in Kahoot environment 

  

  

Figure 18: Kahoot tool 

• Link to play: https://create.kahoot.it/share/solar-system-planets/7cbcd89c-abcb-4b4f-bca3-

171d852d6ffe or https://kahoot.it/ 

• Link to create a kahoot questionnaire: https://kahoot.com/  

 

 

 

https://create.kahoot.it/share/solar-system-planets/7cbcd89c-abcb-4b4f-bca3-171d852d6ffe
https://create.kahoot.it/share/solar-system-planets/7cbcd89c-abcb-4b4f-bca3-171d852d6ffe
https://kahoot.it/
https://kahoot.com/
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Annex 3 

1. Why do all the planets in our solar system have Greek names? 

Tuesday, 19 December 2017 

Giota Koumourou 

 

Although some planets were discovered by English and 

French astronomers, they all have Greek names. Why; 

Have you ever wondered? 

 

To inform us, we contacted the Cypriot astrophysicist 

Chrysanthos Fakas, who told us about the history 

behind the names of the planets.  

 

According to Mr. Fakas, the ancient Greeks knew only 5 planets: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter 

and Saturn. Earth was not considered a planet, as it was something different for them. They 

themselves had given names to these 5 planets they discovered. 
 

Hermes 

Since Hermes was close to the sun and seemed to move faster than the 
rest of the planets, the ancient Greeks named it the winged Hermes, who 
according to mythology was the messenger who conveyed messages to 
gods and humans. 
 

Αphrodite 

This planet is the brightest body in the sky. The ancient Greeks 

understood that it is not the largest planet, but because it is so bright 

and beautiful, they named it Aphrodite, from the goddess of beauty.  

Mars 

It is a planet that due to its chemical composition, it appears to be red. The 

ancient Greeks considered the colour red to symbolize the blood of 

war. For this reason, they named the planet Mars, the god of war. 

Jupiter 

It is scientifically proven to be the largest planet in our Solar System. The 

Ancient Greeks had, most probably, realized this, so they named him Zeus, 

who is the king of the Gods. 

Saturn 

This planet is farther away from Earth and seems to be moving slower than 
the rest. Therefore the ancient Greeks named him Saturn, who is the father 
of Zeus and apparently watches the other planets from afar. 
After several years, the other planets were discovered by English and 
French astronomers, who initially wanted to give the planets their own 
names. However, the Official Community of Scientists did not accept these names. It considered 
that the names from Ancient Greek Mythology should be kept, in honour of the Ancient Greeks, 
who offered a lot of knowledge in modern astronomy.  
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Uranus 

In 1781 English astronomers discovered Uranus and wanted to name him 

after King George. The Official Community of Scientists rejected the name 

and named it Uranus, which was the father of Saturn, as it was the planet 

discovered after Saturn. 

Poseidon 

This planet was discovered by two astronomers, an Englishman, and a 
Frenchman. The later wanted to name the planer after himself, but the 
Official Community of Scientists did not allow it. They named him Poseidon 
(God of the Sea) instead because of his blue colour.  
Pluto 

Discovered in 1930 by English astronomers and it is the smallest planet. He 
was given the name Pluto to continue the theme of names from Greek 
Mythology. 
  
As Mr. Fakas informed us, Pluto was recently removed from the list of planets. 
Planets need to comply with 3 rules from the International Astronomical Union: 

1) To be in orbit around the sun and not be a satellite of another planet, 2) To have a 
spherical shape, 3) To be dominant within their orbit and to have no smaller bodies in 
their orbit. 

 
Pluto, according to Mr. Fakas, did not comply with the third regulation. 

 

(source: SigmaLive.com) 

2. Scientists have found a way to make the planet Mars habitable  

18 July 2019 - 12:45 
 

New research shows that areas of the surface of Mars could be made 

habitable by using one material, silicon air bubble. This is revealed by 

a team of researchers from Harvard University, NASA's Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory and the University of Edinburgh. Their new study, 

published in the journal Nature Astronomy, shows that silicon air is 

the ideal material. 
 

Environment with Earth temperatures 

Mankind could make, relatively cheap, habitable capsules on the Red 

Planet, by placing thin layers of silicοn air bubble on the surface of 

Mars, according to a new study. The material will warm up the ground 

enough to melt the ice and block harmful ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation. This will create an environment where plants could ... 

flourish. 

 

A system of small communities 

The researchers used models and experiments to show that a 2-3 cm thick silicon air shield could 
block radiation, raise temperatures, and allow photosynthesis. Scientists believe that a thin 
layer of this insulating material could be used to build domes or biospheres at which 
temperatures would be more like those we experience on Earth. 
"Mars is the most habitable planet in our solar system after Earth," said Laura Kerber, a 
researcher at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. " But it remains a hostile world for many 
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species. "A system for creating small communities would allow us to transform Mars in a 
controlled and scalable way, " he added. 
 
The moral concerts on the habitation of Mars  

The team then aims to test, on Earth, the material in climatic environments of Mars, such as the 

arid valleys of Antarctica or Chile. However, the proposal for our settlement on Mars 

also has moral concerns. Robin Wordsworth points out that any discussion about making Mars 

habitable for humans also raises important philosophical and ethical issues regarding planetary 

protection. " If you are going to enable life on the Martian surface, we are sure that there is no 

life there? If there is, how do we deal with it?" wonders Robin Wordsworth. The moment we 

decide to have humans on Mars, these questions are inevitable. (Source: ecozen.gr) 

 

3. NASA discovered the possibly habitable exoplanet GJ357d 

01.08.2019, 09:17 

 

The telescope TESS (Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite) of the American Space Agency 
(NASA) has identified a relatively short super-Earth, at a distance of 31 light years from Earth. 
  

This is the exoplanet GJ 357 d, in the direction of the constellation of Hydra, which is about 
twice the size of our planet, has six times its mass and it is likely to offer living conditions, even 
water on its surface, which should be confirmed in the future. 
  

This is the first possibly habitable exoplanet discovered by TESS. 
  

The international team of scientists, which made the publication in the 
journal Astronomy & Astrophysics, found that GJ 357 d takes almost 56 days to complete an 
orbit around its star (this is the length of the year), moving about one-fifth the distance of the 
Earth from the Sun. 
  

Its composition is currently unknown. 
  

Diana Kosakowski of the German Max Planck Institute for Astronomy in Heidelberg said: 
" GJ 357 d receives about the same amount of stellar energy from its star as Mars receives from 
the Sun. "If this planet has a dense atmosphere, something that will need further study to 
determine, it will be able to trap enough heat to warm the planet and at the same time allow 
water to exist on its surface." 
  

Along with this exoplanet two other wee also found, GJ 357 b, a planet about 22% larger than 
Earth, which moves too close to its parent star, having a temperature of about 254 degrees 
Celsius on its surface (which is why it was called "hot Earth”), as well as GJ 357 c, which is at 
least three and a half times larger than Earth and with a possible temperature of 127 degrees, 
according to NASA . 
  

The three exoplanets move around the star GJ 357, a dwarf that is one third the size and mass 
of our Sun and it is 40% cooler. 
  
 

(Source = efsyn.gr)  

4. Planet X is out there 

02/10/2018 

 

American astronomers have discovered an extremely distant celestial object, at the end of our solar 
system, far beyond Pluto. In fact, its extremely long orbit reinforces the theory that it exists even 
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Figure 19: Set of 4 articles regarding planetary habitability 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

further away and is waiting to be discovered in favour of Earth or a ninth planet in our solar system, 
also known as Planet X. 
  

The new celestial body was named "2015 TG387" or "Goblin" and is about 80 astronomical units 
away from the Sun (one astronomical unit corresponds to the Earth-Sun distance). By comparison, 
Pluto is 34 astronomical units away from the Sun, so the new body is about two and a half times 
farther from the Sun than Pluto. 
  

The "2015 TG387" is estimated to have a diameter of about 300 kilometres, so it should probably 
be considered a dwarf planet. 
  

Researchers Chad Trujillo of the University of Arizona and David Thollen of the University of Hawaii 
made the official announcement through the International Astronomical Union's Center for Minor 
Planets, as well as the publication in The Astronomical Journal. 
  

The perihelion of "2015 TG387", i.e. the closest distance to the Sun, is the 65 astronomical 
units. Only two known bodies, the 2012 VP113 and the Sedna, have more distant perihelions, at 80 
and 76 astronomical units, respectively. 
  

On the other hand, "2015 TG387" has the farthest moonlight, i.e. it reaches a greater distance from 
the Sun than any other known celestial body, at 2,300 astronomical units. It takes about 40,000 
years for a complete orbit around the Sun (its year) and 99% of that time is too faint to be observed 
from Earth. 
  

It is one of the few bodies that never approaches the giant planets of our solar system, Poseidon 
and Jupiter, staying away from their strong gravitational pull. It thus remains isolated in the so-called 
Oort Cloud. 
  

The two astronomers believe that the orbits of "2015 TG387" and "2012 VP113" (which they also 
discovered in 2014) indicate the presence of a ninth planet or Planet X somewhere "out there", 
which is estimated to be much larger from the earth. 

(Source: Euronews ) 

(Source: Euronews) 
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Annex 4 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20: Report-Handout 

  

Becoming an Expert on the Article I study 

 

Write 5-6 keywords from the article = .................................................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

.... 

Write 2-3 important sentences from the article = .............................................................. 

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................................... 

Write the man idea – conclusion of the article = ............................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

...... 
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Annex 5 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Rubric used for Self-Assessment Purposes concerning students’ final learning outcome, the fact-based article 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rubric for Self-Assessment 

I reflect upon my text (ARTICLE) and make corrections! 
 

▪ What was my goal? = …………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

▪ Have I accomplished my goal? YES ………… MAYBE …………… NO …………… 

▪ What did I like the most in my text? (Underline with a green color in your text) 

▪ What did I like the least in my text? (Underline with a red color in your text) 

▪ Check if the following criteria are included in your article. 

• YES NO  

a) Introductory paragraph – main idea ………… ………… 

b) 2-3 arguments supporting the main idea ………… ………… 

c) Quoting scientific evidence  ………… ………… 

d) Concluding paragraph  ………… ………… 

e) No personal opinion, objectivity ………… …………  

f) Challenging headline  ………… ………… 
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Link to questionnaire: https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=z-

jb7DjOmkS2fbqA5mVJGqBMYyXSBeFFj3ZyAf2vUIxURU1WSVpCWjJMUjZYOUowTU1KRkYxQzRGWS

4u 

Figure 22: Online questionnaire for Students’ feedback 

 

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=z-jb7DjOmkS2fbqA5mVJGqBMYyXSBeFFj3ZyAf2vUIxURU1WSVpCWjJMUjZYOUowTU1KRkYxQzRGWS4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=z-jb7DjOmkS2fbqA5mVJGqBMYyXSBeFFj3ZyAf2vUIxURU1WSVpCWjJMUjZYOUowTU1KRkYxQzRGWS4u
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=z-jb7DjOmkS2fbqA5mVJGqBMYyXSBeFFj3ZyAf2vUIxURU1WSVpCWjJMUjZYOUowTU1KRkYxQzRGWS4u

